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In spring 2020, the open access journal *Dermatopathology* [1] was transferred to MDPI. A year later, MDPI decided to launch the open access journal *Dermato* (ISSN 2673-4281) after realizing that the top impact factor journals in dermatology are still published in the traditional subscription model, or in a combined hybrid subscription concept. With this new journal, we are determined to make a change in the field of dermatology and provide the scientific community with an author-centered journal. *Dermatopathology* and *Dermato* are good samples to demonstrate the various journal types in the MDPI journal portfolio—from very specific to very broad journal platforms.

We are pleased to announce an Editorial Board, with experts from 15 countries representing the top 10 countries with the most renowned dermatology research activities. This Editorial Board is prepared to support and help dermatology researchers around the world to share and exchange their results, concepts, and studies in the new journal *Dermato*.

The *Dermato* journal team welcomes you to join this new platform as an author, a reviewer, or as an Editorial Board member. Please do not hesitate to contact us!

Good luck to a new open access journal project!
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